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Introduction

In a world where businesses become increasingly driven by
data, timely adoption to new information technologies is key
to survival. The speed of change now is exponential. Do not
fall victim to inefficient legacy systems, which not only cost
your firm money but also breed potential security threats.
LTO Network is a highly efficient blockchain infrastructure
that brings efficiency and is production ready, developed
with privacy and compliance by design.
LTO Network is the easiest to integrate blockchain
technology in the market today. Upgrade and interconnect
your existing systems seamlessly.
Don’t get left behind. Start improving your existing processes
and tools today with LTO Network, for a fraction of the costs
of its competitors.
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LTO Network’s
two-phased approach

2

LTO NETWORK

1. The Proof Engine
The typical organization loses 5 per cent of its annual revenue to
fraud each year. This translates to potential global fraud losses of up
to $4 trillion.
LTO Networks’ ‘Proof Engine’ allows you to eliminate all types of
fraud through securing any type of digital data. It is the trust layer
you need in your organizational systems, which is applicable to
various internal processes. Integrated in minutes, safeguarding every
type of data imaginable. Learn more about safeguarding data ›

2. Decentralized workflows
For the past decade corporates and governments have invested
billions of dollars in workflow automation tooling, trying to
make processes run like well-oiled machines. But when these
organizations have to work together, the efficiency stops.
Sometimes, within one organization with different systems,
inefficiencies are a daily pain.
LTO Network solves this problem through decentralized workflows
called ‘Live Contracts’ which link existing stakeholder systems to
pre-defined processes (templates) to optimize efficiency for data
protection and compliance accordingly to domestic legislation (Asia
- CBPR, US -Data Protection Laws, EU - GDPR compliant standards).
Live Contracts are the answer to your business process inefficiencies.
Learn more about decentralized workflows ›
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When should you
use LTO Network?
LTO Network is applicable to every industry
and company with a great amount of repetitive
processes in their day-to-day operations. LTO
also connects and combines your different
software solutions (HRM, CRM, ERP, POS). To
assess whether LTO Network’s hybrid blockchain
software is suitable for your business, the
following decision-model can be used.

Example of supported solutions
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Start

Can the process
be described as a
business process
model?

No

Yes

Do you want
to create an
immutable audit
trail of events?

No

You don’t need a
blockchain.

Yes

LTO NETWORK

Are there multiple
parties involved in
the process?

No

You don’t need a
blockchain.

Yes

Is there a party
that could and
should hold all
data of the process
participants?
No

LTO NETWORK

Yes

Do the parties
involved hold the
task to check each
others actions?

No

You don’t need a
blockchain.

Yes

LTO NETWORK
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Streamline Administration and Automation

Transfrontier Waste
Transports in the EU
Bringing value by streamlining
transportations in multiple jurisdictions.
By using LTO Network, the administrative
overhead on the process went down with
36%, saving $7M dollars on the pilot run
by The Netherlands and Belgium. The
solution be further rolled out in the EU
later this year. Watch the solution video
above.
Sustainable: LTO Network eliminated
all unnecessary paperwork in the
document-heavy process!
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Live lease agreements on
the blockchain
A contract describes procedures to
execute one or more promises. With our
Live Contracts technology, together with
M7 Real Estate and CMS Law, we turn
contracts and processes into business
rules and data that allow automation.
By utilising blockchain technology, each
party will have control over its own data
and will be able to verify the actions of
others, making cooperation secure and
payments fully automated.

Use case
selection

LTO NETWORK

Supply Chain and Data & IP Protection

Food traceability on
blockchain
Together with Capptions and
SignRequest, LTO Network has built a
food traceability app called FoodFlow
for the Nutreco track at the Odyssey
hackathon. It utilizes LTO Network’s
blockchain. Nutreco makes protein food
that is used to feed animals. They want to
have everybody in the supply chain know
that the meat they eventually feed to
humans at the end of the chain all checks
out and is safe. To see how we solved this
issue, accompanied by the video, read our
blog post on this subject ›

The proof engine for
software vendors
LTO Networks’ public blockchain is
optimized for safeguarding digital data.
Various software parties, such as V-ID ›,
Capptions ›, SignRequest ›, LegalThings ›
and Scantrust › use LTO Network as an
upgrade their existing solutions to serve
their customers in a trustless way, by
simply linking an API. Would you like
to have your software vendors use LTO
Network? Get us in touch with us! ›
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Why organizations
should use LTO Network

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

Ease of use
Your systems are
linked in minutes

Fast
You want an instant
transaction receipt

Costs
The most cost
efficient solution
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Compliance
Encrypted & hashed
proof of data (GDPR
standard)

Security
Trusted verification
of transactions and
record keeping

Use as SaaS
Just buy credits and
start immediately

Stay competitive
Latest technology
to improve business
processes

Go paperless!
All of the features
combined allow for
paperless operation!

LTO NETWORK

Selection of LTO
Network Ecosystem V
participants

At LTO Network we’re proud of the ease of
integration of our solution. We’re here to help,
but you could also let us know who your system
integrator is in the contact form. Our team will
get in touch with them to go over the technical
details to implement LTO Network in your
organization. Get us in touch with us! ›
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